Michael J. Russer

Creating Extraordinary Connection
in a Disconnected World!™

International Speaker, Author and
Thought Leader.

Michael Russer was the perfect speaker for
our event. He engaged and connected with the
audience so powerfully that his presentation was
the best closing TEDx speech we’ve ever had.
Bret L. Simmons, Ph.D.
TEDxUniversityofNevada Organizer

AVAILABLE KEYNOTES
Better than Any Benefits Package
(and it costs nothing)
Driven employees want incentives and perks, inspired highperformance ones want fulfilment. The more digitally interactive
we become, the more we risk feeling “disconnected”. In this
insightful, humorous and thought-provoking session, Michael
shares how to create a highly human-connected corporate
culture resulting in more productive, fulfilled and loyal employees.

Performance Through Presence
Everyone strives for performance, whether in the Board
Room, research lab or sales room. Yet the very expectation
of performance can impede its attainment. In this powerful,
humorous and ground-breaking session, Michael shares how
to substantially boost performance without anxiety by focusing
on being fully present in the here and now where effective
communication and performance flows naturally.

Driven Results Through Human Connection
One of the most basic human traits is the need for real human
connection. Yet the distractions of our digitally interactive
culture conspire to keep us from experiencing that, leading to
less than desired results for companies, employees and the
customers. In this unique, humorous and powerfully-effective
session, Michael shares how to quickly and easily establish deep
human connections that will positively impact all aspects of an
organization, including the bottom line.
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To Inquire About Booking Michael to Speak Call: Jacqueline Lopez at 503-664-4888
Email: contact@michaelrusserlive.com

Partial Client List ...
Greater Los Angeles Area MENSA • The Ojai Retreat •
Association Executives Institute • Corcoran Group Inc. •
RISMEDIA • Harcourts International • Bank Boston •
CKG International • Thunderlake Media •
National Association of REALTORS • Inman Connect •
ARELLO • Classified Ventures • Wall Street Group •
TEDx University of Nevada Reno

About Michael ...
Michael is an international speaker, author and thought leader
who also happens to be fully impotent as a result of prostate
cancer. In turning what most would consider a huge tragedy
into triumph, Michael considers his impotence to be one of
the biggest blessings in his life. It is because of his impotence
that he and his partner discovered an entirely new approach
to experiencing levels of emotional and physical intimacy and
connection that far exceeds anything either had prior to when
things were working “correctly”. It is his personal mission in

life to serve those who feel disconnected, in general or due
to our culture’s addiction to digital distraction, to reconnect
in ways they didn’t know were possible. Michael is also
strategic consultant for startups and the CEO of RUSSER
Communications, a media communications and marketing
firm and Founder of Heart Open LLC. His extensive media
experience includes radio and TV interview, videos, voiceovers and articles for international publications.

Raving Reviews ...
“Everyone who attended the event felt your heart. Your
candid story and the information you shared was vital and
many people who attended this presentation reported to
me afterwards, of feeling connected with you, inspired by
your tale and how they hung on to the edge of their seats
to hear your words of hope and love. You are a wonderful
speaker who touched all of us with your wisdom. ”

“We are absolutely thrilled that you drew recordbreaking crowds and rave review from attendees who
were inspired with your delivery and empowered with
positive and immediately useful leading-edge ideas.
It doesn’t get any better than that! ”
Pam Braman, Director of Promotional Services

Rev. Maryum Morse, Senior Minister Center of the Heart “Michael you did it again. The results are back from our
attendee survey and you were by far the highest rated
“Michael, you are a superb speaker who can effectively
speaker for our conference in Scottsdale, AZ. I’m not
communicate unique and timely messages in a very
surprised given the incredible feedback we received
understandable and engaging way. Once again you’ve
immediately after you left the stage! ”
shown why we don’t hesitate booking you for our
Scott Goodfellow, President CKG International, Inc.
clients–thank you! ”
Darlene Lyons, CEO EZ Events, Inc.
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